
SEAN FITZPATRICK
Heralded as one of the greatest rugby players of all time, former captain of the mighty New

Zealand Rugby Team, the All Blacks

• Draws upon his experiences as a winning team captain to offer his expertise as a leader to
businesses and management

• Professional Leadership, Peak Performance and Team Building Motivational Speaker and Advisor
to blue-chip companies

• TV sports commentator and analyst
• Author of Winning Matters: Being the best you can be

Sean Fitzpatrick is a legend of international rugby and international sport. He was captain

of the mighty New Zealand Rugby Team, the All Blacks. Sean played 92 international rugby

matches for the All Blacks from 1986-1998, including a world record of 63 consecutive Test

matches and 51 Test matches as captain of New Zealand.



TEMAS

• Leadership

• Team building

• Motivation

PROGRAMAS

During his career he was known for his unswerving dedication and unwavering resolve as a

player, making him one of the most revered hookers of all time. Now an exceptional

motivational speaker, Fitzpatrick’s leadership experience helps him to inspire and educate

individuals from all sectors.

Sean is the Vice-Chairman and Academy Member of the Laureus Sports Foundation. He

was awarded the New Zealand Order of Merit by the Governor General in 1997. At the end

of 1999, Sean was named as hooker in Rugby World magazine’s Team of the Century.

Sean is still very much involved in rugby, he is currently an author and journalist to various

international publications, as well as a pundit on Sky Sports.

Sean lives in London with his wife and two beautiful daughters.

Winning Matters: Being the best you can be

International Rugby legend Sean Fitzpatrick draws upon his experiences as a winning team

captain to offer his expertise as a leader to businesses and management. In his long and

illustrious international rugby career, Fitzpatrick set the benchmark for excellence. Winning

Matters is a fascinating insight into the mind of a legend. In a candid, conversational tone,

Fitzpatrick reflects on the key moments and meetings of his life, identifying everyday values,

beliefs and principles that have driven him, both on and off the pitch. Part autobiography,

part self - help, part business how - to, Winning Matters offers the audience an
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CONDICIONES

Travels From London, UK

Fee Range: Please Inquire

 

understanding of what makes Fitzpatrick tick - his strategies for success in all aspects of

life, and how we can all learn from them. It is an easy but inspirational guide to being the

best we can be.

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=winning-matters+Sean+Fitzpatrick
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